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Integration of Higher Order Thinking Skills into the Arab Education System in Israel: a General Perspective
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Abstract: This qualitative literature review represents the first attempt to show the history of the Arab public education system in Israel from the angle of the development of higher order thinking skills (further: HOTS). A brief outline is provided of the Education Ministry’s policies and public activities considered to influence the quality of education in the Arab education sector. The review highlights the main perspectives of Israeli Arab and Jewish authors on Arab education. Data were analyzed through the use of the thematic framework developed on the basis of the previous Israeli research on HOTS. Findings show the challenges that the Arab education system faces in creating the HOTS-based learning environment. These include cultural/traditional differences between Arab and Jewish sectors, political factors, economic discrimination against the Arab education sector, and the failure of some of the local authorities to improve the level of school education. As a result of government policies and insufficient amount of research data, the conditions are not created for developing the HOTS of Arab students through studying civics and humanities, including the issues of Palestinian Arab history and heritage. Recommendations are provided regarding the implementation of the HOT-based educational strategies in the Arab education system.
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Introduction

The research on integrating HOTS into the Israeli Arab education system is rather scarce. Over decades, a number of Arab and Jewish scholars have attempted to highlight the education processes and outcomes in the Arab sector. Some of the studies are focused on functional and structural issues in the Israeli Arab education system (Abu-Asbah, 2012; Jabareen, 2006; Leavy, 2010). Other authors examined learning contents in the textbooks written for Arab schools (Al-Haj, 2005; Mahamid, 2017), with an accent being made on the political and cultural oppression of the Arab minority in Israel. The matter of developing the HOTS of teachers and students in the Arab education system was rarely touched upon in academic papers and public discourse, although some criticism was voiced with regard to teaching and learning methods in Arab schools. It is only during the recent decade that Israeli Arab educators have focused their attention on developing the HOTS-promoting strategies in teacher training programs and in school disciplines (Amer, 2011; Daher & Baya’a, 2015; Obaid & Amir, 2013).

There is an ever-growing awareness that in order to meet the demands of the contemporary world, schools have to prepare students to be effective thinkers in a variety of areas. Like in other countries, efforts have been made in Israel to implement reforms and various education projects to promote HOTS as the key element of instruction and learning (Gallagher, Hipkins & Zohar, 2012). In addition, there are many complex political and social issues that citizens must face and, therefore, the cultivation of students’ HOTS in social disciplines is considered an effective means for developing responsible citizenship (Dam & Volman, 2004; Zohar, 2010). It is claimed (Abu-Hussein, 2015; Huleihil & Huleihil, 2016), however, that the overall situation in the Arab education sector, and particularly the results of integrating HOTS in the education system, are far from being satisfactory in terms of curriculum content, teaching methods and student academic achievements.

The current paper pursues the goal of addressing the paucity of information in the research on HOTS in the Arab education sector in Israel and attempts to create an overall picture of the developments in this area. The question was investigated of what factors have contributed to or detracted from integrating HOTS into Arab education over the decades of developing the public education in Israel. The review results created the grounds for mapping out recommendations expected to be used by decision makers and educators in designing their policies and enhancing their contribution to the success of Arab education.
Theoretical framework

In order to answer the research question with adequate validity and design recommendations, the need emerged of a sound theoretical framework that would underpin the process of literature search. The theoretical perspectives that represent the foundation for the current review are rooted in conceptual and research-based literature, falling under two broad related categories: educational policies based on the constructivist philosophy of learning and concepts of education in multicultural society. The former provides the foundation for the "Pedagogical horizon" (2007) reform that outlines the Israeli Education Ministry’s policies in integrating HOTS in the public education system (see Findings, first section, par.6). The reform adopts a broad conceptualisation of higher order thinking that encompasses cognitive, metacognitive and affective knowledge (dispositions), and skills that are necessary for students to effectively function in society (Facione, 1990; Perkins, 1992; Resnik, 1987). The principles that underlie the constructivist philosophy of learning assert that students need to be active constructors of knowledge rather than passive recipients of information while teachers act as facilitators of learning. Teaching HOTS is also considered a powerful and necessary means to educate socially responsible citizens (Zohar, 2008; 2010).

Another category of theoretical framework is concerned with the concepts of education in a multicultural society. The author of this paper shares the concept that educational goals for multicultural societies should involve three core values: recognizing difference, national cohesion and equality (Blum, 2014). Recognition of difference acknowledges ethno-cultural distinctiveness and in educational contexts, it encourages mutual engagement across difference. National cohesion implies teaching a sense of civic attachment to both a nation and one’s fellow citizens of different ethnic groups. Equality requires equal treatment by teachers of students from different ethnic groups and relative equal student outcomes among different groups. Other researchers (Al-Haj, 2005; Bekerman, 2004; Spolsky, 1997; Yonah, 1998) concur, adding that sociopolitical equality is critical to all groups of a multicultural society in which a positive attitude should be adopted towards the wish of individuals and communities to preserve their diversity. At the same time, an inward-looking, critical analysis is crucial for the sustainable development of the ethnic group culture (Abu-Asbah, 2012; Lamm, 2000).

The two categories of the theoretical framework are related in that the HOTS-based strategies for the development of thinking dispositions are necessary for educating students in a multicultural environment. Fostering such attitudes to thinking as being open-minded, flexible, trustful of reason, honest in facing personal biases, and tolerant of others views can help students acquire an essential competence for participating in a democratic society (Paul &
Elder, 2006). To a great extent, the above ideas were reflected in the Kremnitzer committee recommendations (Ministry of Education Culture and Sports, 1996) which sought to promote the ideas of cultural pluralism in Israeli public education (see Findings, first section, par.4).

Methodology

This paper is written in the form of a systematic qualitative literature review which attempts to present, analyse and synthesize material from a wide range of sources in order to identify what is of significance for the question at issue. The purpose of this kind of review is to do a search for themes that can be identified primarily in qualitative studies, providing qualitative evidence synthesis (Grant & Booth, 2009). In addition, a number of quantitative (Abu-Hussain & Abu-Hussain, 2018; Daher, Tabaja-Kidan & Gierdien, 2017) and the mixed method (Abu-Hussein, 2015) studies were used, with a focus being placed on the concepts that are relevant for the purpose of this review. The review presents a variety of papers by Israeli Arab and Jewish scholars and a number of Israeli newspaper articles concerned with the Arab education in Israel1.

Theoretical perspectives that constituted the framework became the grounding base for a thematic framework used to manage and analyze the literature. This initial framework contained the themes drawn from the “Pedagogical horizon” policies and a priori research into HOTS (Seif, 2017), and from the research on education in a multicultural society. The framework was employed then in the analysis of the documents produced by the Israeli Ministry of Education and public organizations in the area of public education and Arab education system in particular, and to the studies by Arab and Jewish authors in the domain of Arab education. At further stages of analysis, additional themes were identified, reflecting the situation in Arab education across several decades and problems in implementing the HOTS-based education policies. Subsequently, findings were organized to display the factors considered of importance to the quality of Arab education, particularly to the development of HOTS1.

Findings

Implementing changes through the government and public policy efforts

The story of the Arab education in Israel is as long as the history of the state itself, with achievements and problems related to socio-economic and politi-
cal issues. Since the foundation of the state, provisions of the 1949 Compulsory Education Law have ensured free education to all the children in Israel, including those aged 16-18 who did not complete their regular schooling. The law set up the principles of the school education in the country, creating a highly centralized education system. This act introduced the core curriculum as well as additional curricula which promoted universal values: development of the child’s personality, abilities and creativity by studying various disciplines of knowledge, and the arts. Both laws created a framework of public education in a newly-established and war-devastated state. There were severe economic difficulties throughout the country in which educational infrastructure was minimal at best. Particularly in Arab communities, there were very few schools and certified teachers (many of whom left the country because of the war) and parents themselves were poorly educated.

Separate education sectors were established: for religious and secular Jewish children and for Arab children, with each sector including both public and non-state schools. The language of studies for Jewish children is Hebrew, and Arab schools teach in Arabic. Children from Arab families are not legally barred from attending Jewish schools, but this happens quite rarely and only in the cities with a high rate of a mixed Arab-Jewish population (Iram, 2014). It was determined by the State Education Law (1953) that the place of Arab education is within the state education system and under the responsibility of the Arab Education Division of the Ministry of Education. Since then, all aspects of the Arab school education have been determined by Jewish educators and policy makers. No autonomous system run by Arab educators was allowed to meet the needs of the Israeli Arab community as a minority with a distinct culture, history, and traditions. Inequalities between Jewish and Arab sectors have continued for decades, greatly to the advantage of the former (Follow-Up Committee on Arab Education in Israel [FUCAE], 2000; 2011). For almost two decades (1948-1966), education in the Arab-populated areas in Israel has been subjected to the conditions of the military administration. This regime greatly limited the civil and political freedoms of an indigenous Palestinian Arab population (Rekhess, 2007). A system of strict control was imposed over the Arab school administration and teacher staff in order to eliminate any signs of resistance to official policies and discourage free discourse on political and social issues.

Since the mid-1960s, a number of reforms have been implemented to improve education in the Israeli public school sector. On the basis of the inquiry-based American BSCS curriculum, learning by inquiry in science disciplines was introduced in Israeli schools, signifying the integration of HOTS in the school curriculum. This was followed by the STS (Science, Technology and Society) program launched in the 1980s and guidelines on the development of the principles of science education (Harari, 1992). Both programs
have guided science education in Israeli public schools since the 1990s, promoting the development of students’ HOTS in mathematics and sciences. In those decades, education situation in the Arab sector was still bleak. Various public organizations and committees began to raise the awareness of the Arab community about educational issues and act to increase the efficiency of the Arab education system. Among the purposes of the FUCAE was the elimination of discrimination against Arab education in terms of resources allocation and recognition of the historical and cultural heritage of the Palestinian Arab population (FUCAE, 1997). In addition, its goals included achieving a sufficient degree of independence of Arab educators in creating pedagogic policies relevant to the needs of Arab population. Other organizations like “Sikkuy” (The Association for the Advancement of Civic Equality in Israel) and Adva Center have been working over decades to eliminate inequalities between the Arab and Jewish sectors and promote democratic values.

As a result of the Palestinian national movement in the occupied territories and political developments in Israeli society, which resulted in the 1993 Oslo Accords, some changes were made to the history and civics curricula in Israeli public educational institutions. In 1984, the Education for Jewish-Arab Coexistence Program was introduced by the Ministry of Education, with the aim of creating a more democratically oriented curricula in civics and history. For the first time, Palestinian Arabs were portrayed not only as enemies, but also as victims of the Israeli-Arab conflict (Salama, 1999). Civics education adopted more pluralistic notions than their predecessors, aligning the ideas of tolerance and pluralism with the recognition of the State of Israel as a Jewish state (Eden, Ashkenazi & Alperson, 2001). Schools were recommended to develop a culture of discourse that would cultivate tolerance of other’s beliefs and teach for peaceful conflict resolution (Ministry of Education Culture and Sports, 1996). In practice, however, teaching of civics did not change significantly. The Education for Jewish-Arab Coexistence Program was supposed to increase the number of classroom hours in order to accommodate the new material, but the number of hours of civic education remained the same, and there was a lack of textbooks. The recommendations developed by the Kremnitzer committee (Ministry of Education Culture and Sports, 1996) promoted the ideas of cultural pluralism, commitment to democracy, and analytical approach to social and political issues. However, the new civics curriculum (Eden et al., 2001) emphasized that the Jewish identity of the state was more important than its democratic identity, downplaying the role of Arab minority.

Being in the lowest socio-economic strata, Arab sector was hit the hardest by the education budget cuts made in the 1980s and from 2001 to 2005, particularly in funding for elementary and junior high schools (Central Bureau of Statistics, 2008). There were problems concerned the quality of teach-
er staff. Arab local authorities, which had a great deal of responsibility in hiring teachers, principals and general functioning of schools, made little progress in raising the quality of public schools (Zamaret, 1998). As a result of the work of several sub-committees, which were established between the Committee of the Heads of Local Arab Councils, the FUCAE and the Ministry of Education, recommendations have been developed to improve the infrastructure and organization of learning in Arab schools (FUCAE, 2004).

Significant gaps were found in the way the government allocated resources for Jewish and Arab education sectors (Dovrat, 2005). The government attempted to help the Arab sector by launching so-called “five-year plans” which passed in 1991, 1998, and 2000, but neither of these plans were fully implemented (Dovrat, 2005). It was claimed (FUCAE, 2011) that the resources invested by the government in Arab schools during a decade were insufficient for the growing education needs of Arab population.

The recent decade has seen considerable developments in the educational policies in Israel. As a result of the decentralization processes in the public school system, teachers become more involved in educational policy making than in the past. Private and public institutions, which are not subject to the authority of the Education Ministry, also contribute to the curriculum design processes. The Education Ministry set forth the goal to move a whole school educational system towards the focus on HOTS. A reform entitled “Pedagogical horizon” (2007) envisaged the adoption of a new education approach which was focused on developing the HOTS of students throughout the whole public school system and across all curriculum subjects. Changes were planned in three interrelated directions: curriculum and learning materials and standards; teacher professional development; and new assessment standards. In 2011, another reform called “Courage to change” had similar objectives, employing an incentive-based reward system for well-performing schools. It changed the structure of the teachers’ workweek, increasing the time for individual lessons and instructional support hours. However, the Education Ministry’s policies maintained since 2009 have reduced the priority given to the “Pedagogical Horizon” reform, putting an emphasis on raising test scores on national and international tests and teaching for tests and competitions (Gallagher, Hipkins & Zohar, 2012).

Over recent years, there has been a growing call from the Israeli Arab academics and public leaders to have influence over the education in the Arab sector. In 2010, the Arab Pedagogic Council was established to increase the participation of Arab educators in determining the Israeli education policies. On the wave of criticism of the new civics textbook for high schools (Ashkenazi et al., 2016) FUCAE and the Forum of Arab Civics Teachers put forward an alternative civics curriculum for Arab students. The purpose was to instill democratic, pluralistic thinking in students while emphasizing the
historical connection of Arab citizens to the land and their sense of national identity (FUCAE and the Forum of Arab Civics Teachers, 2018). The “Pedagogical Horizon” (2007) reform continues its pace towards the integration of HOTS into the school curriculum. An increase in the quality of education can be seen in some of the socio-economically weakest Arab communities (“Transforming education in the Arab sector,” 2014). It can be safely assumed that the process continues of implementing a broad academic-pedagogical change to the Israeli school system in general and to the Arab education system in particular.

Socioeconomic factors affecting the quality of Arab education

The disparities between the Jewish and Arab education sectors have been known since the first years of the establishment of the state education system (Cohen, 1951; Hussein, 1957). The outputs of the Arab education system are consistently lower than these of the Jewish system, with Bedouin students being the lowest scorers (Blass, 2017; Huleihil & Huleihil, 2016). There is a higher dropout rate among Arab students than among their Jewish counterparts (Nusair-Shalloufi, 2016). Those Arab students who continue their schooling perform worse on the matriculation (Bagrut) examinations and are less likely to meet the standards for university admittance (Belikov, 2014; Blass, 2017). Below, several factors are considered to have an influence on the academic achievements of Arab students.

Researchers (Jabareen & Agbariya, 2011; Leavy, 2010; Wolf & Breit, 2012) suggest that economic discrimination against the Arab population in Israel has an impact on the student academic performance. It was argued decades ago (Al Haj, 1995; Gaziel, 1999; Mazawi, 1999) that the resources allocated to the Arab education sector did not keep up with the growth and needs of Arab population. The Ministry of Education allocated, on average, more teachers per capita to Jewish schools than to Arab schools, so there was a shortage of teaching staff and hours (Golan-Agnon, 2006). In addition, the number of additional educational programs and support services received by the Arab sector was disproportionate to the representation of Arabs in the population (Coursen-Neff, 2005). Over recent decade, this criticism has been echoed by many scholars and media professionals (Abu-Saad, 2011; Lavie, 2016; Magadley & Amara, 2018) who hold that resources invested in primary and secondary education are insufficient for the growing education needs of the Arab community.

The 2014 data showed that Arab high school students from a weak socioeconomic background received 42% less funding than Jewish high-schoolers from a similar background and Arab high-schoolers from more stable socioeconomic backgrounds received 27% less funding than their counterparts from the Jewish sector (Dattel, 2014). In 2015, NIS 20,000 was allocated per primary school student in the Hebrew sector, but only about NIS 16,000 - in the Arab education stream (Taub Center, 2017).
As Arab communities are among the poorest in Israel, low-income families are unable to provide the same educational opportunities for their children as families from a higher socioeconomic status. Due to religion and beliefs, the high number of family members and low income, education is not at high priority for the majority of Arab population (Dan, 2014). On average, Jewish parents spend more on education than do Israeli Arab parents, and parental participation in school costs is lower in the Arab sector (Shaked, 2017). There is also a local authority’s impact on the level of education. Shapira-Lishchinsky and Ben-Amram (2017) suggest that higher students’ achievements in the central districts and large cities can be explained by a greater wealth of the municipalities which can invest more in education. Compared to Jewish local authorities, Arab localities receive larger per-pupil grants for students ages 3–18 (Belikov & Agbaria, 2014). However, a huge difference in per-student expenditures persists, chiefly due to the small tax base in Arab localities and shortage of independent revenues collected by the authorities (Haidar, 2010). At the same time, the financial crisis in many local authorities in Israel, which is reflected in a low quality of social and educational services provided to the population, is often a result of poor local planning and decision-making (Zeedan, Vigoda-Gadot & Ben-Artzi, 2017). It can be concluded that Arab school students still have worse opportunities to attain education than their Jewish counterparts.

Factors impacting on the quality of teaching in Arab schools

Economic discrimination and lower income seem to be not the only factors causing the gaps between the Arab and Jewish education sectors. The results of several studies showed that when Jewish and Arab students of the same socioeconomic level are compared, the former perform better on the matriculation and national examinations and drop out at lower rates (Blass, 2017; Huleihil & Huleihil, 2016; Swirsky, 1990; 2000). Researchers (Abu-Asbah, 2012; Abu-Hussain & Abu-Hussain, 2018) suggest the influence of cultural aspects on the quality of Arab education in Israel. In what follows, teacher and student performance are characterized in the context of socio-cultural traditions of the Israeli Arab society. It is shown then how the HOTS-based education strategies are breaking through the traditional models of schooling.

It is claimed (Abu-Asbah, 2012; Khalid, 2017) that the Arab society in Israel is still more patriarchal and conservative than the Jewish one, with the social patterns based on traditional authority and hierarchy. The role of traditional Arab values in school education, teacher’s status in the Arab society, and the influence of political and socioeconomic factors were first comprehensively studied in the publications by Mar’i (1975; 1978; 1981) and discussed by other authors (Al-Haj, 1996; Bashi, Khan & Davis, 1981). Due
to a severe shortage of qualified teachers in Arab schools, many uncertified teachers (including high school graduates) were employed in primary and second level schools (Abu-Asbah, 2012; Arar, 2012; Mar’i, 1978). This problem became a fundamental impediment to the provision of quality education to Arab children and youth (Al Haj, 1995).

With the growth in the number of Arab school graduates completing higher education, the situation has changed significantly (Agbaria, 2010). The study conducted by Alayan, Raid and Toran (2007) among Arab pre-service teachers reflected this change, emphasizing that the main factors influencing motivations for becoming a teacher were the desire of intellectual growth, development of creativity in thinking, moral satisfaction from working with children, and considering teachers inspirational leaders for their society. Yet a massive inflow of Arab school graduates into teaching profession resulted in the surplus of teachers in the Arab sector. The recent data show that the Education Ministry can employ only 30 percent of graduates seeking teacher jobs (Grave-Lazi, 2016). Many Arab teachers either wait to be offered a position or they work part-time, without proper benefits or job security (Skop, 2013; 2016; Zur, 2017). While the number of Arab teachers has increased, the problem of the low quality of teaching in Arab schools remains acute (Abu-Hussain & Abu-Hussain, 2018; Amer & Jaber, 2012; Zoubi & Natur, 2013).

Several reasons can be given to account for this problem. Researchers (Agbaria, 2010; Berger, 2014) hold that the Israeli education system is still very centralized. This impedes significant changes towards greater independence for schools and teacher involvement in implementing the reforms, particularly in addressing the needs of Palestinian Arab population (Agbaria, 2010; Arar & Masre-Harzalla, 2016). For centuries, there has been a top-down, authoritarian mode of teaching in Arab schools (Hussain & Abu-Hussain, 2018; Mahamid, 2012; Mar’i, 1978; 1985; Ramahi, 2015). In Arab schools, relations between teachers and students are more formal than in Jewish schools and many Arab teachers support the use of punitive discipline methods to correct student misbehaviour (Khoury-Kassabri & Ben-Harush, 2012). Teachers often use poor, inaccurate and ambiguous language in the classroom Abu-Husein (2015). Another study conducted among Arab teachers revealed that the thinking styles, which are considered to be associated with innovative teaching and evaluation methods, were least prevalent among the study participants (Abu-Hussain & Abu-Hussain, 2018). The factor, which still has an impact on the appointment of principals and teachers in Arab localities is their connection to clans (hamulas), which complicates any change in their work status (Iram & Shemida, 1998; Rabia, 2013).

In the first decade of this century, efforts were made to implement the HOTS-based pedagogy in the Arab education system. Innovative teacher
training programs were launched to promote HOTS in pre-service teachers by adopting the Professional Development Schools (PDSs) reform that is intended to enhance partnership between teacher training colleges/universities and schools (Amer & Abu-Jaber, 2012). On this basis, the Partner Developmental Schools program was developed to meet the needs and raise the professional level of Bedouin elementary school teachers (Zamir & Abu G’aber, 2015). Various ways of integrating ICT into teaching of mathematics were presented by Baya’a and Daher (2013). Daher and Baya’a, (2015) designed models for the development of HOTS in mathematics classrooms by using the GeoGebra application. An innovative training program for female Arab students was implemented to deepen the knowledge about the professional development of female Arab students in Israel (Masre & Haj Yahia, 2013). It should be noticed in this regard that “feminization” of teaching profession in the Arab sector is considered a significant change in the traditional attitudes and concepts of Arab society and a sign of the modernization thereof (Alayan et al., 2007; Mar’i, 1978). However, problems arise in the implementation of innovative learning programs, such as teachers’ massive workload and shortage of professional teacher educators (Reichman & Artzi, 2012).

An impact of teaching methods on student performance in Arab public schools

It has been mentioned earlier that the results of studies and exam performance, including matriculation exams, show that Arab students still fall behind in all areas requiring HOTS, as a result of the low quality education in the majority of Arab schools (Leavy, 2010; Ramahi, 2015). It was mentioned earlier that on the basis of the inquiry-based American BSCS curriculum, learning by inquiry in science disciplines was introduced in Israeli schools in the mid-1960s. However, the study by Watted, Bamberger and Tal (2013) shows that inquiry-based laboratory activities are not commonly integrated into Israeli schools in general and into Arab schools in particular. Studies related to the development of students’ HOTS in chemistry and biology laboratories (Abed, 2008; Dkeidek, Mamlak-Naaman & Hofstein, 2010) reported that compared to the Jewish student participants who tended to work in an independent manner, students from Arab schools were mostly dependent on their teacher participants. Dkeidek et al. (2010) explain that according to deep-rooted traditions of Jewish education, asking teacher questions is an important form of learning and teacher-student interaction while according to Arab education traditions, it is the teacher who asks questions and the students who answer.

Other research (Abed & Dori, 2013; Abu-Asbah, 2012) supports the idea that the development of HOTS, particularly inquiry skills, are not typical
of the Arab education culture. The results of the recently conducted studies (Abu-Hussain & Abu-Hussain, 2018; Mahamid, 2012) show that students educated by using traditional teaching styles are not encouraged to ask questions intended to develop deep and creative thinking. Students experienced difficulties in problem-solving, particularly because of the language used in the problem text and failure to understand the nature of complex problems and think strategically when solving a problem (Seif, 2017). Alayan (2012) suggests that high academic achievements should not be credited to traditional teaching methods, but rather to students’ individual abilities and supportive social and family environment. The results of this study conducted among former Arab public school students reported, however, that many of the participants were able to properly evaluate their teachers’ methods, voicing criticism against top-down, authoritarian teaching.

The recent data suggest that well-thought-out intervention programs and assessment tools can assist in developing students’ HOTS. The results of the study by Amir and Obaid (2013) show a correlation between the teaching strategies developed within the PDSs education project and Arab students’ HOTS. The authors suggest an increase in the HOTS of study’s participants and in their achievements in tests and examinations. There was a significant increase in the problem solving skills among the 6th grade study’s participants, as a result of implementing the CoRT (Cognitive Research Trust) programme for developing mathematical creativity (Daher et al., 2017). The results of the HOTS intervention program based on the “Pedagogical Horizon” (2007) strategies suggest an improvement in students’ perceptions of their cognitive and dispositional skills (Seif, 2017). An innovative approach was developed to provide a complex dynamic evaluation of the thinking development of individual students in a Problem-Based Collaborative Learning (PBCL) environment (Seif & Tlchfn, 2013).

Problems associated with the development of students’ HOTS through social sciences and humanities

Teaching civics and humanities to Arab students in Israeli schools has been a subject of research interest over recent decades, and a source of criticism against the civics and humanities curricula developed for schools. It has been argued (Al-Haj, 2005; Peled-Elhanan, 2012) that Arab students are required to spend many class by studying Jewish history, culture and language while much less curriculum time is dedicated to Arabic history and literature. Many of the scholars (Arar & Ibrahim, 2016; Jabareen, 2006; Mustafa, 2014) hold that the Arab school system is oriented at the Zionist national project, interpreting the historical and cultural heritage of Israel’s society only in terms of Jewish values. Mahamid (2017) concurs, pointing out that history textbooks for Arab school students ignore the history and
culture of the Palestinian Arab people, as main issues related to the history of the Arab minority in Israel were not included in the history curriculum of 2007. Learning program in geography emphasizes the Hebrew names given to different locations, thus denying historical ties of Palestinian Arabs to the land (Falah, 1996; Khamaise, 2014).

Over decades, the issues of political and socio-cultural discrimination have been explored in academic papers, various committees’ reports and mostly left-wing media, but very rarely they become the topics of discussion in the history and civics classrooms. Arab teachers’ unwillingness to discuss these issues with students is rooted in the times of military administration (1948-1966) when administrative and teaching staff in Arab schools could not be appointed without the approval of the General Security Services (Shin Bet) and was actually forbidden from engaging in any political activities (Abu-Saad, 2006; Al-Haj, 1996; Arar, 2012). Those who did not comply with these requirements were promptly fired from their jobs. Obviously, such conditions were hardly appropriate for maintaining open and free discourse in the classroom and fostering the culture of critical and independent thinking among the school staff and students. Although, since the late 1980s, the Ministry of Education allowed Arab teachers to discuss current issues in the classroom, teachers generally feared Shin Bet and as a result, they avoided sharing their perceptions on the current socio-political problems (Jabareen, 2003). Recent studies (Magadley & Amara, 2018; Seif, 2017) suggest that Arab schools still have little freedom in promoting the issues of cultural-national identity of Palestinian Arabs and discussing sensitive political topics in the classroom.

Notwithstanding the argument that the development of students’ thinking strategies is critical for educating future citizens (Barak, 2005; Zohar, 2010), the examination of the research on development of students’ HOTS in Israeli schools reveals that it mostly concerns enhancing students’ thinking skills in mathematics, natural sciences and ICT (Seif, 2017). There are very few authors who pay attention to the issue of HOTS in history and civics. Since the 1980s, the Ministry of Education has made some positive reforms in history, geography, and civics curricula for Arab schools, but many of these changes have not been fully implemented due to a shortage of teaching materials and classroom hours (Coursen-Neff, 2005). Leavy (2010) emphasizes that the reforms in civics education and coexistence education programs were not legislated into law and, therefore, the Ministry of Education could not enforce their implementation. Furthermore, the civics curricula for the 2011 and 2016 school years decrease the significance of teaching civics, showing a preference for reinforcing Jewish and Zionist values over teaching on universal democratic values, Jewish-Arab coexistence, and Palestinian Arab heritage (Kashti, 2011; Radai, 2018).
The way, in which the Arab language and literature curriculum are studied in Arab schools, may serve another proof of how the Palestinian Arab heritage and culture are marginalized. In Jewish schools, studying Jewish is part of exploring national culture and forging national identity. This is not the case in Arab schools where Arabic is taught superficially, in order to meet the needs of everyday life (Jabar, 2014). The Palestinian Arab literature classics studied throughout the Arab world are only slightly introduced in Israeli Arab high schools. It has been pointed out that Arab school students fail to reach a satisfactory level of achievement in their mother tongue (Amara, 2001; Jabareen, 2005). Shohamy (2006) argues that Arab students have strong motivation to study Hebrew as a tool for achieving higher education and employment opportunities while perceiving Arabic as the language of lower status. It has been suggested, however, in a recently issued Teachers’ Handbook (Ministry of Education, 2017, p.4) that literature allows for making comparison within and between literary texts, which stimulates “expression of opinions as well as relating to other forms of thinking skills”. Yet, the low proficiency of Arab students in Arabic language and literature suggests that these are hardly used to nurture students’ HOTS.

Discussion

The current review attempts to identify the socio-economic and political factors that are considered significant in establishing the culture of higher order thinking in the Arab public schools in Israel. The majority of authors (Abu-Asbah, 2012; Arar, 2012; Leavy, 2010) associate the developments in the Arab education sector with the major political and ideological transformations in the country. This view seems to be relevant to the history of the Arab education in Israel, yet another perspective may provide additional insight.

Undoubtedly, the Israeli government education policies have contributed significantly to the development of the Arab education system. Along with this, the efforts of Arab educators and public organizations, which have been directed against political and economic discrimination, represent internal forces coming from inside the Israeli Arab society for the purpose of the improvement of Arab education. Another important internal factor is the criticism voiced by Arab educators regarding the Arab school system (Abu-Husein, 2015; Alayan, 2012) as part of patriarchal Arab society. According to the principles laid in the theoretical framework of this paper, an inward-looking critical analysis of culture provides a powerful stimulus to development. It is suggested (Lamm, 2000) that those who are incapable to develop a critical attitude towards their own culture will be not able of developing a tolerant attitude towards the culture of other ethnic groups.
Critical approach to the Arab education culture and the identification of factors that impede its development have become sound since the 1970s, with the publication of the works by Mari (1975; 1978). Since then, the amount of research on Arab education has significantly increased, but the instruction and learning practices in Arab public schools are changing very slowly.

On the one hand, it is argued (Blass, 2017) that the situation in the Arab education system is improving in terms of the inputs channeled to it and the outputs received. As a result of the government’s efforts, the overall educational level of the Arab population in Israel has risen significantly since the establishment of the state. But there is still much criticism about the design and implementation of the Education Ministry’s policies, on the other hand (Jabareen & Agbariya, 2011; Staff, 2016). While it is claimed (Blass, 2017; Lavie, 2016) that the gaps between Hebrew and Arab students have declined over time, they still exist at all levels and in all areas of education. The implementation of the “Pedagogical horizon” (2007) reform is challenged by a number of factors, including the “teaching for the test” tendency, which has become sound since 2009, lack of appropriately trained teacher personnel, and teacher work overload (Galagher et al., 2012). There is a number of problems in the education of Arab teachers in terms of meeting the demands of the contemporary school and addressing the needs of the Arab minority in Israel (Agbaria, 2010) Problems have been also identified in the performance of local authorities, many of which fail to bring schools to the required standards.

As a result of a number of factors, classroom practices in Arab public schools are still oriented towards traditional teaching. Needless to say that outdated methods of teaching and learning impede the intellectual and personal growth of Arab students, put school graduates at disadvantage in acquiring higher education, and reduce their job prospects. In addition, authoritarian pedagogy and the clan affiliation factor collide with the role of the teacher as an agent of social change (Iram & Shemida, 1998; Mar’i, 1978). Although some changes were made to the civics and humanities curricula taught in Arab schools, Arab teachers still have little freedom in developing the thinking skills of students by discussing current political issues in the classroom and promoting the historical and cultural heritage of Palestinian Arab population. In addition, Arabic language and literature are insufficiently used to promote national cultural heritage among Arab students and develop students’ HOTS.

**Conclusion**

It has been commonly agreed upon that intensive processes of urbanization and modernization of the Arab society in Israel requires the development of individual initiative, personal responsibility, and thinking abilities required
to meet the social and technological challenges of the 21st century. A great deal has been achieved in the development of the Arab education system in Israel, although there is a lot of work to be done yet. In what follows, recommendations are made based on the results of the literature review.

In view of the low performance of Arab-Palestinian students in national and international tests, more resources should be allocated to the Arab public education system in order to raise the level of students’ academic achievement and reach complete equality between the Arab and Jewish education sectors. The disparities between sectors cannot be reduced without the intensive government involvement in the development of the Arab localities and a fair allocation of education funding. At the same time, Arab local authorities must examine their policies and practices in order to derive the fullest benefit from the allocated funds and the revenues collected from the residents.

Changes in the Arab society particularly concern the education system in which an authoritarian style of school management and top-down, non-participatory modes of teaching have been dominated for generations. There should be a broad implementation of the learning programs in Arab schools, including intervention plans that proved successful nationwide in creating the HOTS-promoting learning environment. On the part of the Ministry of Education, there must be consistency in the implementation of reforms, including a long-term commitment to the HOTS-based learning and providing Arab teachers with more freedom to address their students’ needs. The development of reforms requires taking into account cultural, conceptual and organizational aspects of the environment in which the reform is carried out. Therefore, full participation of Israeli Arab education professionals and public leaders is necessary for the formulation of pedagogic and curricular policies for Arab schools.

High-quality training programmes should be implemented by the Arab teacher colleges to prepare teachers who will demonstrate excellent knowledge of the subject matter and the ability to increase students’ desire to study the subject. A system of incentives has to be developed for the teacher training institutions in order to encourage developing innovative learning programs and involve students in the areas where there is a shortage of qualified teachers. On the part of the government, efforts are necessary to improve the work conditions of the public school teachers whose wages are low compared to other industrialized countries.

An implementation of the education strategies in a multicultural society requires a change in the Education Ministry’s policies that concern teaching the Israeli-Arab history, culture and identity and the nature of Israeli-Palestinian conflict. One of the main conditions for ensuring the equality between the Arab and Jewish education sectors is that both Arab and Jewish students should acquire a true knowledge of their history and cultural values.
These have to be discussed in the classroom in order to develop a tolerant attitude towards the culture of others and educate empowered and competent citizens. Arabic language and literature needs to become the measure of exploring national culture and shaping national identity and of fostering Arab students’ HOTS. By teaching foreign language as a second language, teachers have to help students obtain a global awareness and understanding of other cultures, and develop their thinking skills as well. To conclude, the measures recommended above concern the aim of helping Arab students become efficient learners and thoughtful citizens who are able to cope with contemporary problems.
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